ADJUDICATION COMMITTEES

FOR FALL 2017 TRI-AGENCY / AFFILIATED FELLOWSHIPS COMPETITION

- For Affiliated Fellowship applications, select Committee # that matches the Research Subject Area # listed on the first page of the Affiliated Fellowship application.
- For CIHR CGSM applications, choose Committee 3.
- For NSERC CGSM applications, select Committee # based on the applicant’s Outline of Proposed Research, matched to list below (Committee 1 or 2)
- For SSHRC CGSM applications, select Committee # based on the applicant’s Outline of Proposed Research, matched to list below (Committee 4, 5, or 6)

UBC Committee 1
Civil and Mechanical Engineering (Committee 193)
1000  Civil Engineering
1002  Geotechnical Engineering
1100  Structural Engineering
1200  Agricultural Engineering
1300  Forest Engineering
1400  Mining and Mineral Processing
1500  Environmental Engineering
1600  Industrial Engineering
1700  Design and Manufacturing
2100  Mechanical Engineering
2108  Aerospace, Aeronautical and Automotive Engineering
2200  Fluid Mechanics

Chemical, Biomedical and Materials Science Engineering (Committee 194)
1800  Chemical Engineering
1900  Biomedical Engineering
2000  Materials Science and Technology

Electrical Engineering (Committee 197)
2500  Electrical and Electronic Engineering
2501  Power Systems
2502  Electromagnetics
2503  Circuit Theory
2504  Integrated Circuits
2505  Photon Devices
2506  Electron Devices
2507  Communications Systems
2508  Communications Networks
2509  Control Systems

Computing Sciences (Committee 198)
2600  Robotics
2700  Information Technology
2701  Computer Hardware
2705  Software and Development
2800  Artificial Intelligence

Mathematical Sciences (Committee 177)
2900  Pure Mathematics
2950  Applied Mathematics
3000  Statistics and Probability

Physics and Astronomy (Committee 178)
3100  Physics
3102  Nuclear Physics
3104  Particle Physics
3110  Optics
3115  Medical Physics
3150  Theoretical Physics and Chemistry
3200  Astronomy and Astrophysics
3250  Space Science
3300  Condensed Matter Physics

UBC Committee 2
Chemistry (Committee 179)
3400  Physical Chemistry
3500  Analytical Chemistry
3600  Inorganic Chemistry
3700  Organic Chemistry
3750  Polymer Chemistry

Earth Sciences (Committee 168)
4000  Earth Science
4100  Geographical Information
4102  Remote Sensing
4150  Physical Geography
4200  Geochemistry and Geochronology
4300  Geophysics
4400  Atmospheric Science
4500  Hydrology
4600  Oceanography
4800  Soil Science

Evolution and Ecology (Committee 169)
4700  Evolution and Ecology
4701  Animal Ecology
4702  Aquatic Ecology and Limnology
4703  Behaviour
4704  Biogeography and Landscape Ecology
4705  Ecotoxicology
4706  Evolutionary Theory
4707  Plant Ecology
4708  Sociobiology and Behavioural Ecology
4709  Taxonomy, Systematics and Phylogenetics
4710  Terrestrial Ecology
4711  Wildlife Management
4712  Plant-Animal Interaction
4713  Chemical Ecology
4714  Microbial Ecology
Cellular and Molecular Biology (Committee 187)
3113 Biophysics
5000 Genetics
5100 Cell Biology
5200 Microbiology
5204 Immunology
5300 Molecular Biology
5400 Biochemistry

Plant and Animal Biology (Committee 195)
4900 Plant and Tree Biology
5500 Animal Biology
5501 Neurophysiology
5502 Kinesiology
5504 Animal Physiology and Metabolism
6100 Food Science and Technology

Psychology (Committee 196)
6300 Psychology – Fundamental Processes
6301 Sensory Systems and Perception
6302 Sensory Systems - Visual
6303 Sensory Systems - Auditory
6304 Cognitive Science – Fundamental
6305 Cognitive Science – Development
6306 Cognitive Science – Language
6307 Cognitive Science – Other
6308 Behavioural Neuroscience
6309 Behavioural Neuroscience - Learning
6310 Behavioural Neuroscience - Reward, Motivation
6311 Motor Systems and Performance

UBC Committee 3
Health Sciences

UBC Committee 4
SSHRC Committee 1 (7521)
Fine arts
Literature (all types)

SSHRC Committee 2 (7522)
Classical Archaeology
Classics
Classical and Dead Languages
History
Mediaeval Studies
Philosophy
Religious Studies

UBC Committee 5
SSHRC Committee 3 (7523)
Anthropology
Archaeology (except Classical Archaeology)
Archival Science
Communications and Media Studies
Criminology
Demography
Folklore
Geography
Library and Information Science
Sociology
Urban and Regional Studies
Environmental Studies

SSHRC Committee 5 (7525)
Economics
Industrial Relations
Law
Management, Business, Administrative Studies
Political Science

UBC Committee 6
SSHRC Committee 4 (7524)
Education
Linguistics
Psychology
Social Work